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Experiments in Household Knowledge is a public
works project commissioned by the London
Legacy Development Corporation anticipating
the opening of Timber Lodge — a new community facility in Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
The project is also part of R-Urban, a long term
project establishing practices and networks
of urban resilience supported by the EU Life+
programme on environmental governance.

Finding Abundance in Scarcity
by Isaac Marrero-Guillamón

I

What do comfrey plants, old scaffold
boards, trashed market vegetables and
abandoned bathtubs have in common? They’re
all some of the unlikely materials that the innovators gathered in this book rescued and repurposed. Charlie Seber, Takeshi Hayatsu,
Thomas Fletcher and Fausto Marcigot are part
of a subterranean network of unsanctioned ecological wisdom. From discarded waste they
produce, among other things, natural fertiliser,
cladding material, a self-regulated plant growing
system, juice and biogas.
The fact that these vernacular techniques
and methods have been uncovered and collected in the context of Experiments in Household
Knowledge (hereafter EIHK) is hardly surprising.
The project was commissioned commissioned in
anticipation of the opening of Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park, as part of a wider ambition to
connect Timber Lodge with an already existing
fabric of ecological practices. But EIHK is also
part of R-Urban Wick, itself the latest component of public works’ long-term engagement
with Lower Lea Valley.
Throughout their different projects, public
works have repeatedly shown their ability to find
and make visible a wealth of remarkable
9
examples of alternative ways of inhabiting

the city already taking place in the area. R-Urban
Wick takes the form of an ever-evolving network
of people, events, objects and knowledges which,
taken as a whole, provides a sketch of a collaborative city made from below. This is a network
with an ethos of sharing and doing it together,
which aims to create common spaces which are
open, resilient, ecological and self-managed.
R-Urban Wick takes its conceptual foundations
from its parent project, R-Urban, initiated by
Atelier d’Arquitecture Autogérée (aaa) in Paris as
an alternative bottom-up regeneration model.
The key idea is to bring about urban change that
is participative, based on the area’s ecological
and social fabric, and which creates new opportunities for solidarity and reciprocity outside the
market economy†.
EIHK’s challenge and goal is therefore to contribute to bringing some of the local area’s expertise and ingenuity in all things environmental
into Timber Lodge and the Park; to inform their
ambition to be ecological and sustainable by
some of the grassroots strategies that already,
albeit silently, operate in the Lower Lea Valley.
II

Timber Lodge is based in the northern part

† See aaa’s text “R-Urban: Strategies and tactics for
participative utopias and resilient practices” in this volume.
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of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, the first section
to open to the public a year after the London
2012 Games. The beautifully landscaped parklands make it difficult to even imagine how this
part of the Lower Lea Valley looked before it was
compulsory-purchased, emptied, fenced up, remediated and cleansed to make way to the
Olympic infrastructure.
We do know however that the Lower Lea
Valley had long been a liminal zone: a frontier
land between the metropolis and the suburbs,
part recreation, part industrial land, host to uses
and users the city wouldn’t take, from old fridges
to raves — and precisely because of this strange
amalgam, a land of experimentation too.
What today is Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
used to be in close psycho-geographic continuity
with Hackney Wick and Fish Island (HWFI), where
R-Urban Wick has its home and from where it
roams. But crucially, HWFI was outside the blue
fence that delimited the Olympic development.
The survival of this makeshift neighbourhood is a
trace of the Lower Lea Valley’s pre-Olympic character, and helps to understand the networks and
communities EIHK and R-Urban are tapping into.
Typical of areas that concentrate large
numbers of creative practitioners, HWFI
11
evolved into its current socio-spatial shape

as a result of the unplanned interplay between
several processes. The availability of affordable
ex-industrial spaces during the 1980s and 90s,
combined with the area’s mainstream invisibility,
its physical isolation and the absence of public
and private investment, generated an unregulated space attractive to many. Collectives searching for large and affordable spaces took on leases
that allowed them to design and self-build the
warehouses to their needs. Empty shells became
factories once again†, this time in the arts, crafts
and creative sectors. Arguably, the remaining
industry played a key role, keeping developers’
interest at bay, providing plenty of materials
ripe for re-use and, by virtue of their schedule,
contributing to the ‘forgotten town’ atmosphere
on evenings and weekends.
The 2000s showed the fragility of this ecology
in two ways. During the economic boom, East
London became a prime investment ‘opportunity’ and the kind of generic new builds that
have become synonymous with London made an
appearance. Some industrial buildings were demolished, others converted into expensive lofts.
Prices went went up. New cafés opened. Then, in
2005, the bid to host the 2012 Games was won, and
† See Richard Brown, Creative Factories (London: LLDC, 2013).
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the area was split between the part that was to
become the Olympic Park and its surroundings,
whose relationship to the mega-event would be
a lot more complex.
The 2012 Games brought to the area years of
construction and dust, a brutal takeover of key
parts of the local landscape, increased policing
and control, and promises of ‘convergence’ and
prosperity. On the other hand, a small part of
the huge Olympic bill eventually made it to the
surrounding communities in the form of public
realm improvements and funding for artistic and
cultural projects. Some of these interventions
set an important precedent in showing that the
area deserved a treatment respected its history
and its character. For example, muf architecture/art mapped HWFI’s creative and industrial
economy† and incorporated local practitioners
and businesses into projects such as the iconic
Hackney Wick Hollywood sign in Oslo House or
Prince Edward Road’s ‘Street Interrupted’.
III

EIHK takes as its point of departure an
acute awareness of the Lower Lea Valley’s
rich history and a valorisation of its unsanctioned life. It brings to the fore the ingenuity of
13

† See muf architecture/art, Made in Hackney Wick & Fish Island
(2008) and Creative Potential: Hackney Wick & Fish Island (2009).

many of the practices that take place in the area,
and makes a strong case against losing them to
generic forms of development. The experiments
gathered in this publication show creative responses to pressing environmental issues, and
the possibility of radically rethinking our role in
the cycles of consumption and waste through
small-scale and bottom-up actions.
Thomas Fletcher’s Rejuce, for instance, works
by inhabiting an interstice created by the market’s
own inefficiency. He collects food that is still
perfectly edible, but that couldn’t be sold (be it
for cosmetic reason or the lack of adjustment
between supply and demand) and generates a
new sub-cycle of production-consumption out of
what had been deemed as trash.
Charlie Seber has created a whole ecosystem out of a surreptitious plantation of Russian
Comfrey. This species, generally regarded as
a mere weed with invasive tendencies, has, in
Charlie’s hands, become potent food for fellow
plants. And, of course, it goes well with the old
bathtubs he has transformed into plant regulated growing systems, another example of his
guerrilla eco prowess.
Re-using and up-cycling are two key strategies within EIHK and R-Urban, and two
14
that are present in abundance in the

area. The timber scaffold boards that Takeshi
Hayatsu burns and turns into cladding material
have also been used locally to build the Yard
theatre, Crate’s and Counter Café’s furniture,
and many warehouse conversions. Crucially,
the ‘activation’ of this type of new use cycles
not only involve materials, but require immaterial networks of skills and information. ‘Being
in the know’ regarding the availability of such
materials, borrowing tools and techniques and
learning with/from others are all part of what
Atelier d'Architecture Autogérée (→ p.163) call
the ‘flows’ underpinning grassroots re-use.
IV

It is worth noting how, methodologically,
public works seems to operate underneath
the practices it supports: rather than trying to
over-signify them or incorporate them into a
framework, they have provided an infrastructure
that allows the different practices to progress in
their own terms. EIHK works by finding and
making visible the work of environmental innovators whose unconventional methods and practices have remained under the radar. The project
provides a minimal set up which supports these
practices by organising events which connects
them with a like-minded audience and
15
similar initiatives. The emphasis on these

encounters is on experimenting, that is, the development of practical knowledge.
The strategy resonates with that of Wick
on Wheels (WoW), another component of
R-Urban Wick which takes the form of a roaming production and recycling unit built using a repurposed milk float. WoW facilitates
direct, collective on-site production using existing
local materials, resources and skills. In fact, it is
used by Thomas Fletcher for collecting vegetable
and fruit from Spitalfields Market, and has been
used to host workshops with Charlie Seber and
Fausto Marcigot.
Sharing and making public is indeed a big part
of R-Urban Wick’s contribution to the local area.
A good example of this are the Wick Sessions, a
series of talks, walks and workshops dedicated
to Hackney Wick and its surrounding area. Since
March 2011 they have provided a regular public
forum for debating and creating a shared body
of knowledge around issues of bottom-up and
sustainable developments. Drawing from the
support and collaboration of a wide array of
agents involved in the area, the sessions have
addressed key topics such as community governance, re-use and self-build strategies, interim
use sites and affordability. Besides providing a time and space for discussion and
16

the opportunity for people to get to know each
other and assemble, a summary of the sessions
is written up and published, ensuring the ideas
generated in the course of the discussion are
registered and can travel more widely.
EIHK is exquisite in its respect for practices that
don’t fit in the mainstream, and its commitment
to take them seriously as models for rethinking
the ways we inhabit our neighbourhoods. This
counter-imagination doesn’t exist in a void, and
R-Urban has also been concerned with establishing appropriate ways of relating it to the history
of the area. This has been done mainly through
the Wick Curiosity Shop, an alternative archive
which exists on-line and as a series of pop-up
events in which it is temporarily assembled in
continuously changing ways. The Shop documents the area’s unofficial and ‘minor‘ history
through a an eclectic collection of memories,
local produce, memorabilia, oral history, songs
and stories. It doesn’t attempt to provide an
overarching narrative, but a tapestry of mostly
disregarded facts and experiences one can
navigate in various ways creating multiple narratives. The Shop has developed through the close
involvement of local residents and workers who
have shared stories, pictures, anecdotes,
17
objects, etc. The Shop has been important

in highlighting the Wick’s industrial and working-class history, and providing the elements to
connect it with present-day circumstances.
The four legs of R-Urban Wick and the
methodologies they use are an extension of the
local dynamics the project has identified and
aims to support. Its decentralised, open and
collaborative ethos has allowed it to seamlessly
become a popular and well-regarded feature in
the local landscape — to public works’ credit,
even the project’s fluorescent green stripes have
been quietly integrated as part of the area's
visual identity.
V

The practices and techniques gathered in
EIHK — and more generally in R-Urban
Wick — show us how so-called scarcity can be a
source of abundance. In times of imposed austerity and generalised precarity, it is not banal
in the slightest to consider the politics of these
actions. The respect and understanding of the
environment, the rejection of corporate strategies, the production of unsanctioned knowledge,
practical wisdom and ingenious tactics, the will
to share and learn from each other, they all
speak about activating relations of solidarity
and reciprocity. These innovators have
shown us some of the ways in which
18

frugality can be turned into collective abundance: they have revealed a wealth of resources
in a context of lack of resources. They have
undoubtedly contributed to creating what aaa
call ‘networks of commoning practices, i.e. an
infrastructure for producing and capturing the
commons, a time and a space for sharing communities and off-market exchanges†.’
This volume presents a glimpse of the constellation of subjects, objects, knowledges and
practices that silently re-make the Lower Lea
Valley from below, collaboratively, openly — the
very same ethos that animates R-Urban’s pursuit
of a city regenerated for and by the people.
† Ibid.
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dissent in the context of the London Olympic and Paralympic
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newspaper, published by See Studio. He is currently a postdoctoral research fellow at the School of Arts, Birkbeck, University of London.

Comfrey Wisdom
by Rakan Budeiri

1
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A Commoner Amongst ...
The greenlands bordering Hackney, Leyton
and Walthamstow often collectively known
as ‘the marshes’, are commonly recognised as
the great lungs of east London†. Once a large
expanse of common grazing land, the marshes
have been under increasing development
threats since the early 1800s and most recently the
construction of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
The open fields that make up the marshes are
frequented by people fishing, dog walkers,
boaters, wanderers, horses, birds, footballers,
commuters, waifs and strays, to name only a
few. The land’s history as a productive landscape
surfaces again and again, being used to grow
food during World War Two then as a dumping
ground for bomb damage rubble which was
later cleared for the building of new leisure
facilities.
One of the marshes’ many frequenters is
Charlie Seber. Nearly 40 years ago Newham
resident Charlie took to a piece of overlooked
land in the Lower Lea Valley, which he has
adopted as source of comfrey. The marshes, to
him, are a second home, as they are to many
21

† Walthamstow Marshes are recognised as a Site of Special
Scientific Interest.

Charlie Seber pictured with one of his comfrey plants
in the Lower Lea valley.
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of the people drawn here, although his time
is perhaps spent more unusually than others.
Armed with a determined stride, unfazed by
paths or routes, Charlie bounces through the
undergrowth, kitchen bread knife in hand. Off
track, in one of the many forgotten corners
Charlie has for several years been taking care
of a patch of land with an unusual harvest,
making use of what he found there. Propagated
by years of earthworks and excavations on
the marshes making way for ice rinks, riding
centres and water treatment works, the fast
growing plant has taken hold in corners of the
green expanse.

23

Charlie Seber demonstrating how to harvest comfrey using
a bread knife.
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The Land at Our Feet
Twentieth century anarchist, social historian,
architect and planner Colin Ward wrote extensively on the activities of those like Charlie,
and their struggle for access to land over the
last several hundred years. He describes a shift
from a rural to an urban Britain at the end of
the 19th century and the trends this created for
people taking to the land in the cities, beginning with how allotments began to be established after Enclosure and how what followed
was part of a wider struggle for access to land
so people were able to grow food.
In ‘The Allotment: It’s Landscape and
Culture’, co-authored with David Crouch, Ward
describes how the very fabric of British cities was
altered by people experimenting with bringing
traditional growing skills into an urban environment and carving out their own spaces to
carry out these activities. This is coupled with a
conscience attempt by city planners working up
until the end of the second world war to allow
for allotments in urban areas in an effort to
help feed a growing population. As modernism
took hold in the later part of the 20th century
this quickly shifted to a decline in the
amount of people growing and producing
25

their own food in the city, and was followed by
rising land values squeezing allotments and green
spaces in general out of central urban areas.
This is most evident today from the colossal waiting lists in many urban areas of people
applying for areas to grow in, or the discrepancies in Hugh Fearnley Whittingstall’s Land
Share project between those offering it and
those seeking out land to cultivate. In east
London the controversial case of the Manor
Garden Allotments, a celebrated community of
growers formerly working in the north of what
has become Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, is
an example of how urban agricultural land has
fallen to the pressures of the 21st century city.
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Axis of Comfrey
Following the Greenway further south — a
path which sits atop the giant Northern
Outfall Sewer built to relieve London’s sewage
system in the mid 1800s — sits the community
plot of Abbey Gardens. Established, on a piece
of empty land, by local residents, in 2006 the
gardens exist to bring local people and those
interested in growing plants and vegetables
together to learn new skills and share knowledge. Abbey Gardens sits within a Europe wide
trend of establishing 21st century alternatives
to traditional allotment projects. Here the
emphasis is on communal endeavours with
communal outcomes, not only a place to
produce edible products, the gardens exist to
bring people together and look at new ways of
producing food.
One of Abbey Gardens many users is Charlie.
Charlie exemplifies the process Ward describes
in his book of shifting population patterns and
the availability of land to the general public.
Through his agricultural habits Charlie has
managed to make use of existing pieces of land
which at first glance may look like ‘waste’, to
harvest and create valuable products,
27
and then reinvest them in sustainable

LEYTON MARSHES

TIMBER LODGE

GLENAVON ROAD

EVERSHAM ROAD

ABBEY GARDENS
ABBEY HOUSE

Locations where Charlie Seber grows comfrey in relation to
Timber Lodge and Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
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growing projects. He is a champion of a wider
struggle to keep people’s connection to producing their own food through using and testing
their own methods of growing. His work questions and challenges a process which has been
taking place across Britain for nearly 200 years
and raises questions about land use, industrialisation, how and why people moved to the city,
and how they come to use the city they live in.
The Gardens are the starting point of
Charlie’s ‘Axis of Comfrey’. Leaving his selfbuilt recycled greenhouse on the plot, it is a
but a short walk to either of his appropriated
experimental growing workshops in nearby
West Ham. From there only another stroll to
one of several sites which he maintains for harvesting comfrey before hopping on a bus past
the site of the future Timber Lodge in Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park towards the Marshes,
where the initial seeds of his comfrey empire
were sown. Charlie’s methods follow a rule of
‘lets do it and see if anyone notices’, a subversive practice of occupation.

Opposite page: Charlie Seber introducing his comfrey
experiments at the WoW vehicle during the 'Comfrey Walk'
in the Lower Lea Valley.
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Look Twice or You’ll Miss It!

The Comfrey Plant

Comfrey is ubiquitous across Britain, yet most
people barely notice its presence. Sometimes
dismissed as only a weed it is in fact a very interesting plant with knowledge of its uses confined
to those interested in organic permaculture.
The plant itself is a perennial herb of the
Boraginaceae family, almost like a black turnip
it has a large root with hairy broad leaves
with small cream or purple bell shaped flowers.
Native to Europe comfrey likes damp grassy spots
and is now found frequently throughout Britain
especially on river banks, ditches and marshes.
Comfrey is well known as a dynamic accumulator adept at drawing minerals from
the soil into the plant itself and is used as a
compost accelerator as well as a key ingredient in liquid manure or mulch (sometimes
known as comfrey tea). The plan is a great attractor of beneficial insects, a weed suppressant useful for mixing with vegetables as well
as being edible in itself in small quantities (as
a hot drink, as leaves cooked and in salads ).
Historically comfrey has a long association as
a healing plant giving rise to another common
moniker: ‘knit bone’ as it can help to heal
31
various kinds of fractures.

Latin Name: Symphytum officinale. Other common
names: Ass Ear, Black Root, Blackwort, Bruisewort,
Common Comfrey, Consolidae Radix, Consormol,
Consound, Consoude, Consoude Officinale, Consuelda,
Grande Consoude, Gum Plant, Healing Herb, Herbe aux
Charpentiers, Herbe à la Coupure, Knitback, Knitbone,
Langue-de-Vache, Oreille d’Âne, Slippery Root, Wallwort.
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The Tsar of Compost
The nickname given to Charlie at Abbey
Gardens tells of his relationship to comfrey —
a measure of obsession, conviction and skill for
comfrey and its qualities. Russian Comfrey (the
most common variant and a hybrid between
‘common’ and ‘rough’) was first introduced to
Britain in at beginning of the 20th century by
Scottish Quaker Henry Doubleday who brought
the plant over from St Petersburg with the intention of making glue for stamps (ultimately
a failed venture).
Doubleday was the inspiration for the Henry
Doubleday Research Association (now known
as Garden Organic) which was set up in the
1950s by Lawrence D. Hills as he picked up the
comfrey mantle developing Bocking 14 strain
of Russian comfrey (the strain of most interest
to gardeners as it is sterile and breaks down
quickly for compost) after trials near Braintree
at Bocking where the Doubleday organisation
was once found. Hills was said never to have
been more than 25 feet away from a comfrey
plant in nearly as many years and dedicated
his life to working with around 22 varieties of
comfrey, a perfect example of a man who
33
would come to be seen as a figurehead of

Charlie Seber with one of his oldest comfrey plants.
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comfrey. Now nearly 60 years later Charlie is
following in Hills footsteps cultivating mainly
Russian Comfrey in the Lea Valley. Some have
raised concern over this due to conservation
and whether comfrey is in fact an invasive
species, a conflict which raised its head when
Charlie took a group of those interested for a
walk on the marshes and a ranger challenged
his intentions with the plant.
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One of Charlie Sebers glasshouses were he carries out some
of his many experiments.
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The Defiance of Comfrey: A Poem†

Before the tour we were gathered to listen
to Charlie’s exposition. As an amateur
botanist, he briefed us on the virtues
of black earth, the nutrient-holding properties
of carbon, the brown gold of comfrey liquor –
he sniffed with pleasure — distilled in compost bins
decomposing as fast as it is fecund.

in the undergrowth. This wild place called for
contemplation but Charlie’s curses cut through
the space: Those sodding seeds of other flowers
have blown here from over the bank. They shouldn’t
be here. They’re in the way. The turned heads
of dead sunflowers took no notice. I like
to bring along a knife to cut the comfrey he said,

Our route was less direct, through locked gates
past the nailed tree crucified many times
by an Olympic artist, under the willow
bower in the community garden, past
the recently installed electricity plant,
the site of a previous comfrey haven now
displaced to a far-off field we made our way to,

whipping out a foot-long breadknife into the air.
What do the park-rangers think about
harvesting? Andreas asked dubiously.
We do not officially encourage it…the park ranger
conceded, with a waver in his voice.
That’s why we’ve invited Charlie to be
part of planting the community garden,

via a detour to where Russian comfrey grew,
on to the site of the common variety.
Alongside pale sage stalks and browning husks
of hollyhocks and seeding grasses sloping
in caresses, clumps of comfrey were sprouting
and rotting simultaneously, undecided
whether to show off their profusion or hide

he added whistfully, as Charlie expanded:
I’d invite you all to come and take some cuttings.
Even though I harvest it, I never take
more than one hundredth part of what is there,
it’s so prolific. It’s grown four times more
since they laid the rubble on the ground. When they
churned it up, it doubled in size again.
Jude Rosen
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† Jude Rosen is a local poet. She joined the comfrey walk
with Charlie Seber and wrote this poem in response.
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Beyond Received Wisdom
There is a continuing trend which Charlie picks
up on from when Russian Comfrey was first
introduced to Britain. Charlie’s practice positions him not only within the experimental gardeners mentioned above, but also in a direct
line along with thousands of other enthusiasts
who like him follow the internet and leaf through
various books in their attempts to better know
how to use their gardening skills. Not only to
grow, but to produce plants and food in a sustainable and ecologically friendly way in line
with supporting architectural systems based
on ecosystems found in nature. People like
Charlie continue a timeless tradition growing,
production, experimentation and development
around the world in small holdings, allotments,
gardens and window boxes.
The permaculture movement gives people a
framework to come together and discuss these
ideas within an understanding of global production and knowledge transfer. Charlie is a member
of the east London Inventors Club, a collaborative idea sharing environment protected by nondisclosure agreements which meets regularly
in a room at an east London academic
39
institution. Whilst Charlie contributes

Charlie Seber in his workshop in Eversham Road, east London.
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ideas about gardening, the others share their
knowledge of technologies which can help him
in his work. The historic work of the people involved in the permaculture movement ties the
kind of activities Charlie engages with into
the many ways of dealing with one our largest
resources — land.
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Comfrey Juice
Perhaps his most ubiquitous product, the comfrey Charlie harvests from the marshes and his
other key sites is liquidised and then bottled in
repurposed containers ready to feed directly
to growing projects, but also to invest in other
experiments (like his experiments with terra
preta†). Comfrey juice is like an elixir, smelling
something like pickled cabbage, it is central to
Charlie’s various experiments. His most important manual is a copy of Hill’s text ‘Comfrey’
which acts as both a theoretical and practical
background to his work with the plant. Charlie
follows in the guide’s footsteps, maintaining a
collection of various strains of comfrey for his
own research into which plants are best suited
to various purposes.
Lastly, but not without any importance,
are several large plastic bottles containing a
thick brown liquid best not to catch a whiff of.
Pigeon shit — collected and liquidised, can be
used as manure and this particular product
forms another aspect to Charlie’s experimental
permaculture — organic fertiliser. In this way
43

†Terra preta is type of very dark, nutrient rich soil found
in the Amazon basin which owes its name to a very high
charcoal content.

his backyard laboratory acts simultaneously
a place for research, a workshop for creating
and refining materials and a silo for storage of
various components of his larger projects.
B

A

C
D

E
A Comfrey plant
B	Comfrey silo:
The contatiner gets filled
with comfrey leaves and
some weight added at the top
C	Comfey juice:
Collected through a small
hole at the bottom of the silo

F
D	Bottled juice:
The juice can be collected
and stored in plastic bottles.
E	Diluting the juice:
Before use, the juice needs
to be mixed with water in
a 1:20 proportion
F

Use on your plants!

Experiments in Cultivating Knowledge
Taking a step into Charlie’s world is at first
daunting to the untrained eye. He is committed to experimentation in permaculture and a
visit to any of his east London ‘laboratories’ on
the fringes of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
will reveal this. Careful not to trip over buckets
ducking under scaffolding poles whilst circumnavigating shoots of tomato plants, peppers,
beans and makeshift greenhouses on top of
clumsy ladders, one can begin to become acquainted with Charlie’s many methods.
From kitchen table complete with his most
important tool, the bread knife, Charlie leads
you into the garden of a terraced house, as it
happens, he’s also making use of the neighbours garden which had previously been long
neglected. To the outside eye there is no order
but for Charlie there is a stage of tomato plants
currently undergoing treatment for blight
using garlic. In one corner sits a large wormery,
fed with kitchen scraps which reveals its fertile
innards of digested material ready to be repurposed for growing. At the altar rising up against
the back of the terraced house is a wooden
structure with a small triangular green45
house on top. Charlie propels himself up

Blight treatment with garlic pulp.
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a makeshift ladder and slides upon the door to
reveal examples of carbonised organic materials of high charcoal content which has made
ready to be charged with comfrey juice.
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Carbonised orange peals.
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Famine in Ireland, Tomatoes in Stratford
One of the first things which strikes you about
Charlie is his hands. Along with his focus, his
seemingly endless knowledge of growing,
his hands stand out. Calloused and scarred
the skin has been eaten away at by garlic, as
recently he has been using it to treat blight
from spreading along the stems of his tomato
plants. Seemingly sometimes a force of bad (for
Charlie’s hands) his method has already proved
to be effective. With a chopping board and
kitchen knife he creates paste which he then
rubs into blight affected areas on the tomato
plant by hand. Within a few days the spread
of blight has stopped and healthy tomatoes
continue to grow further down the plant.
In Charlie’s own words we can see the work
he is carrying out as a direct challenge to the
same kind of problems which have had catastrophic consequences in the past in various
countries around the world. His own reference
point is the Irish Great Famine of the mid 1800s,
which was a disaster in Ireland and generated
great swathes of emigration, with many of those
who left heading to east London to establish
new lives in the rapidly evolving urban
industries. The famine was commonly
49

seen as a result of a potato blight. The type of
knowledge Charlie promotes is what can come
in handy to challenging the spread of disease
in crops especially at a time when commercial varieties are rife and diseases can spread
quickly. Local, resilient or what could be seen
as ‘common sense’ solutions which use appropriate technology and local know-how could
be the key in future to stopping the spread
of dangerous crop diseases. What we find in
Charlie’s work are the small actions of one
resident looking at how small scale solutions
can tackle potentially global issues, which in
the past have had such a large effect on London.
All with a little garlic.
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Rakan Budeiri
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Rakan Budeiri is an urban researcher with an academic background in anthropology. His primary research interests focus
on historical research and developing an understanding of
the city in terms of fiction and reality with a practical focus
on public space.

Plant Regulated Growing System
by Charlie Seber and public works

2

What is a Plant Regulated Growing System?
A ‘Plant Regulated Growing System’ is a contained system that stocks a limitless supply
of organic plant food and water. The application of technology provides the plants with
the means of accessing food and water supplies
as and when it desires and in the quantities it
requires.
The Benefits
↓	Economy of water and nutrients:
	
Plants have constant access to water and
nutrients that they can utilise at their own
discretion. This means they have what they
need when they need it. Consequently, as
traumas such as the threat of dehydration
and malnourishment are eradicated, ‘abortions’ no longer occur.
↓	Increased yield and planting density:
	Fruit or vegetable plants grown in plant regulated growing systems produce three times
more yield on average than plants grown
using conventional methods of cultivation.
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Please note: No specialist knowledge required.

Plant regulated growing systems also allow
one to grow more plants per cubic metre
than plants grown in the ground or conventional pots.
↓	Can be grown anywhere:
	As plants are grown in containers and require less soil than conventional growing
techniques, plants grown in plant regulated
growing systems make an ideal method for
growing in small spaces.
↓ 	Hazard control:
	The threat of a virus contaminating a whole
crop is reduced as infections are contained
within the growing system. Similarly, slug
attack is much more easily controlled particularly if growing on concrete, tarmac or
paving.
↓	Requires minimal assistance:
	
The only assistance the plant regulated
growing system may require is the topping up
of the water storage tank every few months.
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Planter Principles
A Water Flow.
B	Plant food pellets:
Solid plant food pellets
soak up moisture, slowly
dispersing nutrients into the
soil over an extended period
C	Black plastic:
Plastic prevents rainwater
from flooding the plants
roots with water nutrients
[which can be toxic if applied
in large quantities].
D	Water inlet:
Tube to allow for water
storage to be topped up
E	Nutrient and water absorption.
F	Vermiculite:

Water absorbent material
which promotes the absorbtion
of water up from the water
storage into the soil in the top
of the container
G	Raised platform:
A raised water resistant
material to provide a firm
surface that can safely
support the weight of both
the soil and the plants
H	Fresh water storage:
Enough water to last
the plant 3/4 weeks at a time
I	Air holes:
Holes punctured in the raised
platform allow for oxygen
to circulate and reach the
plant's roots.

A

B
C
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Please note: No specialist knowledge required.

D

E

F

G

H

I

Plant Regulated Cycles
During summer-time plant the
plant regulated growing system
out with a crop to your desire. If
the weather is particularly hot,
it is adviseable to check water
water levels within the planter
and top up if required to ensure
plants have a constant supply

B	Re-use of collected rainwater:
Plants roots protected from
being flooded during heavy /
regular rainfall. Rainwater is
redirected to water storage
tank below which gathers
enough water to last the
plants 3 to four weeks.

During winter-time drain and
clean out the plant regulated
growing system in preparation
for next years growth. This is a
good time also to enrich soil with
green manure.

C	Movemet of water:
Vermiculite is an absorbant
material which draws water
from the water storage
tank up into the soil and the
plants' roots.

D	Circulation of oxygen:
Breathing holes in the sides
of the bath tub and a layered
shelf on which the plants sit
allow air to circulate near to
the plants roots promoting.

E	Re-use of manure:
Plants are fed using a
bio-food product; organic
chicken manure pellets.

A	Water inlet:
Tube to allow for water
storage to be topped up.

A

E

B

C
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Democracy For Plants
Discarded container:
Old black bin converted into a
‘plant regulated growing system’
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Wind catchers:
Cups to catch wind in order to
increase air circulation within the
plantregulated growing system
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Democracy For Plants

Old planting pot:
Inserted at an angle the pot acts
as a shelf or buffer between the
soil/plants roots and the water
storage.

Water inlet

Ventilation holes
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Democracy For Plants
Wick:
Vermiculite [absorbant material]
is inserted around the edge of the
up-side down planting pot tray.

Water inlet

Planting pot tray:
Planting pot tray punctured with
holes turned upside down and
inserted into a bucket provides
shelf for plants and soil to sit on
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Democracy For Plants
Old planting pot:
Inserted at an angle the pot acts
as a shelf or buffer between the
soil/plants roots and the water
storage.
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Wick:
Vermiculite [absorbant material]
is inserted around the edge of the
up-side down planting pot tray.
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Build a Planter Using an Old Bath Tub

A	Reclaimed scaffold
board seat:
The boards can be sourced
directly from a local supplier
or through ebay or gumtree.
See the Scaffold Board Supply
Chain at www.r-urbanwick.net

A
B
C

E

D
F
G

H
I
J

E
K

L
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List of materials

B	Fibre glass scrim:
This can be purchased from a
local builders merchants or
potentially from a skip at a
building site.
C	Galvanised steel mesh:
It can be sourced from a local
building site where it is often
used for protective fencing.
D	Water inlet:
Any old pipe or tubing can be
used as a water inlet so long
as it is non-degradable and
correct dimensions.
E	Air gap:
This is a raised gap which
allows for air circultion to
occur near to the roots of the
plants. Holes drilled in the
side of the bath at this level
allow air to circulate
F	Vermiculite:
Vermiculite is an absorbant
material which draws water
from the water storage
tank up into the soil and the
plants' roots.

G	Plastic drainage piping:
It can be found at local
construction site as off-cuts
are often lying around.
H	Plastic board:
This can be any rot resistant
material capable of
supporting the weight of the
soil and plants.
I	Plastic supports:
This can be any rot resistant
material capable of
supporting the weight of the
soil and plants.
J	Reclaimed bath tub:
Keep an eye out for skips in
the local area as bath tubs
can often be found where
domestic renovations are
occuring.
K	Reclaimed timber:
This construction used timber
reclaimed from one of the
pedestrian bridges built for
the Olympics although any
timber will do so long as it
is structurally capable of
supporting the tub and the
cladding
L	Vermiculite:
Charring your scaffold
boards to protect against
the elements can be done
with little or no previous
experience. See our
experiment on → p.75
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Discarded bath tubs collected by Charlie Seber to make
plant regulated growing systems.
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Construction of the plant regulated growing system planter
during the EIHK workshop.
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The completed planter with charred timber cladding.
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Charlie Seber
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Charlie has lived in the East End of London most of his life. He is
a keen horticulturalist with a passion for comfrey. You can find
him at Abbey Gardens, a small community garden in Newham,
east London where he is a regular. www.abbeygardens.org

Charred Timber
by Takeshi Hayatsu
and public works

3

Shou-sugi-ban
This Japanese term means ‘charred wood’. The
technique itself is a very old vernacular form of
treating wood. The treatment is most commonly used as an inexpensive means for cladding
unimportant surfaces such as backs or sides
of the buildings. It works by burning the wood
in order to create a thick layer of charcoal on
the woods surface. The thick layer of charcoal
helps prevent against a variety of adverse environmental conditions such as insect attack, erosion by salty winds and fungal attacks. It also
creates a fire retardant coating. In Okayama,
the traditional method of charring wood is to
firstly create a triangular tube-like structure
by strapping three boards together, meeting
at their edges. A small amount of newspaper
is then inserted at the bottom of the tube and
ignited, producing an intense flame that spews
from the top of the chimney structure. The intense fire inside the structure quickly chars the
surface of the wood.
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A street of Okayams showing examples of Shou-sugi-ban.
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Step 1
Creating the scaffold board chimney
I	Use three scaffold boards to make a triangular column-like structure laying flat on its
side.
II	Using gaffa tape, wire or string, secure the
boards in position. Be careful to ensure the
balancing edge corner of each board meets
the edge corner of each adjoining board, so
as to ensure all of the surface area on the
of each board becomes charred during the
burning process.
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6a Architects utilised this wood treatment technique in the
Raven Row gallery, London. You can see this at www.6a.co.uk
or you can visit the gallery and see for yourself at 56 Artillery
Lane, London.
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Step 2
Erect and secure the chimney
Lift the scaffold board structure onto a
I	
surface which will allow air to flow freely in
from the bottom (in this case an old timber
pallet). Place upright.
Use screw to ensure the supports to the
II	
chimney. To be extra safe, it is advisable to
secure the timber supports at the base also,
particularly when charring long pieces of
timber.
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See how Terunoby Fujimori carries out the same process
differently on the www.materia.nl/ blog.
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Step 3
Ignite the chimney
I	Before the chimney is ignited, it is advisable
to ensure all persons maintain a safe viewing
distance from the burning chimney as burning materials is likely to be blown out from
the top of the chimney.
II	To ignite, insert one or two pieces of newspaper, at the bottom of the structure and light
with a match. Then stand back to observe the
impending inferno.
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Step 4
Extinguish the fire and after a period of approximately 5 minutes, conduct a controlled
collapse
Undo one (or all) of the timber supports,
I	
then push the burning structure away from
ones standing position onto the ground. The
chimney structure will collapse in on itself
and the fire will quickly cease to burn.
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To see more examples of charred timber being utilised
in architecture visit www.shou-sugi-ban.blogspot.co.uk
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Step 4
Allow the charred timber to cool down before
handling.
I	The charred surface is very fragile, so be careful when handling it as it rubs off onto hands
and clothes very easily and can be damaged
easily if knocked. To prevent the surface
from rubbing off and to protect it against
accidental damage you can apply ‘Polyvine
Dead Flat Varnish’, a flat matte finish.
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Inspection of first charred timber at the during the workshop.
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Above: charring process. Opposite: detail of the charred
timber surface.
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Takeshi Hayatsu
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Takeshi Hayatsu (BA AA Dipl RIBA) is a qualified architect
practicing in London. He studied architecture at Musashino
Art University in Tokyo and at the Architectural Association
in London. Takeshi worked at David Chipperfield Architects and Haworth Tompkins before joining 6a architects in
2005, where he is a director. He was a project architect for
the new contemporary art centre Raven Row in Spitalfield
and the South London Gallery in Peckham. Through his
work he has gained experience and interest in working with
historic buildings. Takeshi has lectured at many architectural schools including Chelsea College of Art, Bartlett and
Architectural Association. He has taught at Cardiff University and Diploma technology course at Kingston University.
He currently teaches an undergraduate studio at Kingston
University. His research interest focuses on craft, material
and traditional building techniques.

Surplus Juice
by Rakan Budeiri

4

06.00

97

The market occupies a huge expanse
north of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
The large warehouse building is bound
by football fields and carparks. In a
far corner of the site lies an area dedicated to processing food waste.

Tom turns surplus food gleaned from the market, which
would otherwise go to waste, into interesting, healthy and
delicious juices stocked at a growing number of outlets in
east London. Since 2012 he has been selling 200 bottles of
Rejuce a week within a 2 mile radius of his kitchen in HWFI.

06.30

The market occupies a huge expanse to
the north of Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park. The large warehouse building
is bounded by football fields and carparks. In a far corner of the site lies an
area dedicated to processing food waste.

Source of much of the capital’s fruit and veg, the market is
visited daily by hundreds of suppliers and owners of grocery
stores, cafes and restaurants across the capital. It is usually
all packed up by 7am, then the market workers start to
clean up while a stream of vans leave the site.
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07.00

99

While undertaking research for his MSc
in food waste, Tom discovered New
Spitalfields Market is Britain’s biggest
source of surplus food, and switched
his base and activities from Whitechapel Market to HWFI and this market.

07.30

Gathering produce with the help of
market porters and traders who are
discarding produce they are unable to
sell, Tom pulls out a crate of strawberries which have been set aside simply
because of bruising.

Unsold food goes along with hard to predict market
fluctuations in supply and demand chains. This leaves leave
the market unsure of how to deal with surpluses, which is bad
for traders but fruitful for Tom & Rejuce — a company who
relishes its own end by doing itself out of business as it dries
up supplies of food waste.
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08.00

101

If Tom had not retrieved the strawberries, they would have been collected by
the market’s private waste contractor
Country Style. Surplus food is stored
in large food-grade containers,left for
processing.

The City of London who run the market are understandably
wary of bad publicity about the subject of waste at the
Market. When Tom managed to speak to them during his research his questions about waste were answered with ‘well,
what would you do?’, triggering him to come up with
a resourceful idea...

07.30

Key to the market are the porters and
forklift truck drivers, they provide the
informal framework which helps Tom
find channels of available food, accessing storage areas and understanding
the way the market operates.
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08.00

103

Atop the milk float’s open back the
strawberries make their way back to
HWFI across the marshes, in the company of three crates of carrots, several
bundles of asparagus, some tomatoes
and a box of cauliflower.

The bottom up nature of Tom’s relationship with the market,
which is built on informal access, doesn’t interfere with the
operation of New Spitalfields. Gleaning takes place as a
delicate balance.

08.15

There are lots of factors which determine the amount of waste at market.
Tom knows that the weather is a major
player in what kind of foods will be
left over.

Gleaning at the market takes place at a number of levels,
traders and workers at the market sometimes help themselves to the odd piece of discarded produce as well as others
who simply turn up to see what they can find.
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08.30
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He reckons that around 50% of what
gets thrown away is still edible. With
his current setup Tom can only collect
and process around 5% of the waste
that is edible.

The food waste at New Spitalfields is part of a global chain.
Tristram Stuart of Feeding the 5K, recounts a story of working
in Kenya, where he was organising a large feast out of
gleaned food, and found himself with a whole ship loads
worth of edible cargo which after having missed its departure time would have gone to waste.

09.00

Tom’s kitchen is inside an old warehouse which has been converted to
live/work by its residents. The building is located in HWFI, an ex-industrial
area on the borders of Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park in East London.

The building itself, Vittoria Wharf, is the subject of some
controversy as it is split down the middle by an imaginary
line and owned by two different landlords. R-Urban organised a Wick Session on the line which halves the building.
The session invited people to discuss Hackney Wicks affordable work spaces together with Richard Brown who runs the
Affordable Wick campaign.
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09.30

107

Here Tom has built himself a kitchen
out of recycled and reused materials,
some found, some donated. Today, he
also salvaged wooden crates for kitchen furniture.

09.45

Affordability is a key issue here and
Rejuce plays into this through its very
existence as an experimental and innovative company.
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10.00

109

The strawberries end up on a reused
stainless steel worktop. Washed in a sink
donated by a branch of Tesco in Essex,
surrounded by squeezers, blenders,
mixers, all manner of kitchen implements and assortments of spices.

10.15

Tom’s process is an experimental one,
his methods, techniques, ingredients,
sources and products are constantly
evolving. Whilst he has long a background as a chef, the Rejuce project is
setting entirely different challenges.

Rejuce can be found in:
Queen Mary University
The Counter Cafe
The Crate Brewery
The Russet Cafe
The Strong Rooms
Passing Clouds

Mother Earth
Cloud Cuckoo Land
LEE Festival
Shambala Festival
Secret Garden Party
Latitude Festival
Bestival
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11.00

111

After the laborious processs of sorting,
the majority of the strawberries pass
Tom’s rigorous selection and end with
other fruits ready to be blended. The process is time consuming and involves a lot
of chopping.

The kind of things which end up in Rejuce’s bottles depend
on availability of waste. Recent flavours include Blood
Orange, Carrot, Ginger & Mixed Pear, Blackberry and Ginger.

11.30

Blended juices are bottled on site in
recyclable packaging ready to be sent
out into the wild, the strawberry juice
is on its way to the Russet Cafe in
Hackney, one of Rejuce’s stockists.

Tom has been using bicycles and trolleys to deliver to local
cafes but the addition of the re-purposed WoW milk float
(an electric vehicle which ties into his practice and a project
which supports Tom’s ethos) to this stable has meant larger
and quicker deliveries, as well as an easier way to load for
the market porters.
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12.00

113

Rejuce’s mission is to ‘dry up edible
food surpluses in London’s markets
and distribution centres‘. Not content
with making use of other people’s cast
offs, Tom spends time figuring out how
to make use of his own surplus.

Tom offered to be the custodian for a Micro Anaerobic
Digester which would turn local organic food waste into
biogas and plant fertilizer (→ p.125).

12.30

Discarded bits of strawberry which did
not make it into the juice are saved for
a couple of new projects Tom has been
experimenting with.
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14:00

115

Fruit leather is a tasty, healthy, sweet
snack which can be made from fruit
pulp after the juice has been squeezed
out and then dried out in Tom’s dehydrator.

14:30

One idea is to purchase a freezer trailer which means produce like strawberries could go straight into the trailer at
the market, increasing efficiency and
saving even more surplus.

Other experiments include pasteurising juice by gently
warming and then rapidly freezing it to ensure it lasts
longer, a process different from conventional pasteurisation
by gentle consistent heating.
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17:00
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Tom is also working with his dehydrator to make snacky dried strawberries,
bananas and apples. All of which have
an intense smell and a delicious texture, not dry but chewy and moreish.

Dehydrators are an easy thing to make for oneself and do
wonders for increasing the lifespan of food as once the water
is taken out of a piece of fruit it will keep for a lot longer.

18.00

The fruit leather is going to become a
course in tonight’s Beggars Banquet.
Tom has been organising banquets
out of the wide open space next to his
kitchen as part of the involvement in
surplus food networks and projects.

Beggars Banquet are great social occasions where diners
pay a modest price for a four course dinner made out of
surplus food whilst being entertained by musicians and
theatre, usually following a theme. They also generate an
income for Tom’s kitchen equipment and money he donates
to other similar projects.
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18.30

119

The strawberries in Rejuce’s drinks
served at dinner are a great conversation starter about how the project
works and an opportunity for diners to
learn about food waste.

06.00

Sometimes Tom isn’t alone on his outings, EIHK held an event where those
interested could join in on a trip to the
market collecting food which was then
brought back to be cooked collectively
and shared amongst invited guests.
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07:00

121

Sometimes Tom turns up to market
and finds very little to take back to his
kitchen. This usually happens because
prices have increased, and traders have
thus an incentive to make the most of
what they have.

Recently, waste campaigners called for the food industry
to be forced to audit its supply chains to cut down on the
amount of food being thrown away — a proposal rejected
by the British Retail Consortium. The group This is Rubbish
(TiR) called for more transparency in the system, claiming
that householders are being unfairly blamed for the UK's
food waste when the industry generates over half of it.

08:00

As the market becomes less fruitful
for Tom he has to turn to alternative
sources of food waste. Recently he has
been receiving deliveries from Waitrose
distributions centres which are around
one pallet’s worth of food a week.

Incidentally branded supermarket food sometimes turns up
at the market, chains of food distribution can be complex!
One market stall only sells food which is very near to its sell
by date, which means its much cheaper for buyers.
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A Non Conclusive List of Related Projects:

Rejuce Fruit Leathers / Jerky Recipe
At Rejuce we try and give you the fruit
the whole fruit and nothing but the fruit
and the veg. However left over from our
juice we have lots of healthy and still
tasty pulp. So we started playing with
it (naturally, like a child) and our
experiments resulted in our new power
bars or fruit leathers / jerky.
Essentially the recipe is to take
30% fruit pulp (preferably from an
interesting apple, pear, strawberry,
pineapple, carrot or beetroot). Then add
20% banana, 10% citrus skins (grated and
blanched), 10% seeds and nuts, 10% hops,
grains or cereals, 5% dried cranberries
or any berries for that matter, 5%
honey, 5% coffee grounds and 5% herbs
and spices. Mix into a wet paste, layer
smoothly on baking paper and dehydrate
on a low temperature for 24-36 hours.
Turn and remove the baking paper once
dried on one side. Slice into pocket
shaped slices and leave to cool.
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Source: www.rejuce.co.uk/our-favourites

Table on the Marsh
→ www.tableonthemarsh.co.uk
Pie in the Sky Cafe
→ foodcycle.org.uk/location/pie-in-the-sky/
Jam and Chutney
→ www.rubiesintherubble.com
Peoples Kitchen Dalston
→ www.passingclouds.org
Fare Share
→ www.fareshare.org.uk
Feeding the 5000
→ www.feeding5k.org
Tom Hunt's Forgotten Feast
→ www.tomsfeast.com
Rejuce
→ www.rejuce.co.uk
This is Rubbish
→ www.thisisrubbish.org.uk
Stuart, Tristam. Waste: Uncovering the Global
Food Scandal. London 2009
Rebecca Smithers. Tesco pledges action on food waste .
Guardian, 23 May 2013.
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Tom Fletcher
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Young budding chef and big time skipper Thomas Fletcher
decided to pool his resources after completing his masters
thesis into the biggest food waste bin in the UK, set out / up
to intercept and empty it. His company Rejuce has a strict
constitution of expanding to reduce food waste by redirecting surpluses into economically, socially and environmentally friendly products. Since September 2012 Rejuce has saved
over 30 tons of food from being wasted. In Spring 2013 Tom
sold 200 bottles of delicious juice per week within a 2 mile
radius from the company kitchen in HWFI.

Micro Anaerobic Digester
by Fausto Marcigot
and public works

5

Micro Anaerobic
Digestion

Anaerobic digestion is a
collection of processes by
which live micro-organisms
break down biodegradable material in the absence of oxygen. The process is used in industrial or domestic settings to manage waste, produce biogas and even fertilizer.
Anaerobic digestion is widely used as a
source of renewable energy. The process produces a biogas, consisting of methane, carbon
dioxide and traces of other ‘contaminant’ gases. This biogas can be used directly as fuel, in
combined heat and power gas engines or upgraded to natural gas-quality biomethane. The
nutrient-rich by-product (digestate) produced
can be used as fertilizer.
scale anaerobic digestion is common in the
developing world. In Europe it is mainly used
on a large industrial scale. However experiments with local micro Anaerobic Digestions
are emerging in the UK often learning lessons
from the developed world to create local waste
to energy cycles. One such example is currently
taking shape in Kings Cross. Driven by LEAP and
supported by the Community Composting network, Rokiah Yaman along with others is setting
up a small digester to process organic
127
waste in Camly Street Nature reserve.

Anaerobic bacteria under microscope.
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Digest Your Waste

‘Why don’t you charge
your milk float batteries
using organic waste’ — was the simple question
put to public works by Fausto on first meeting.
More conversations followed and the idea grew
exploring how anearobic digestion might be applied on a small scale in Hackney Wick to turn
its organic waste into engery. A plan was
hatched to use low cost, DIY technology to establish a local energy cycle which transforms
the organic waste into energy and builds a network of collaborators who are interested in
testing how an urban neighborhood can start
to produce its own energy. Several visits, walks
and talks followed, drawing together an existing network of like minded people with an interest in micro Anerobic Digestion. Thomas Fletcher
stepped forward to be a willing custodian for a
prototype unit to digest the waste from his
Rejuce company and offering to look after the
digester once built. Time moved on and Fausto
was offered a job in Africa. In the next pages you
can find the advice and instructions he left for us
before leaving.
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Fausto Marcigot introducing principles of anaerobic
digestion at EIHK event on surplus digestion.

For more information about the development of decentralised anaerobic digestion systems for application in the UK
Phase 1 & 2 Report visit: www.communitycompost.org
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Build Your Own Digester
Find below advice on how to build
a micro anaerobic digester from
Fausto Marcigot.
A	Feedstock:
Grind down the organic waste
down so that it is easier for
the microorganism to break
down.

C	The digestion chamber:
It needs to be fully shielded
from direct sunlight. Insulate
the digestion chamber to
prevent heat loss.

B	Feeding:
Break up the feeding into
regular intervals. Ideally
feed every 15 minutes from
the holding tank, but this
is difficult to do without
automation. Once a day is
sufficient.

F

E	Digestate:
The solid residue of the
process can be used as
plant fertilizer.

B

C
A

E

F	Gas:
The biogas harvested can
be used for cooking or to
produce electricity.
References

D
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D	Heat source:
Heat the chamber with a heat
exchanger by circulcating
hot water, powered by
solar or mains electricity
(or combination). Keep the
digestion chamber at a
constant temperature of
about 25 degrees.

Development of decentralised
anaerobic digestion systems for
application in the UK phase
1 & 2 report: www.community
compost.org/index.php/projects/
mad/46-mad
Books: Biogas Handbook by
David House (Peace Press).
Running a Biogas Programme:
A Handbook by David Fulford
(ITDG Publishing)
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Micro anaerobic digester by Loowatt at the Urban
Bee Lodge in Kennington Park, south London.

Rokiah Yaman introducing the Micro Anaerobic Digester at
the Camley Street Nature Reserve in Kings Cross, London.
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Feedstock

Grind down the organic waste
down so that it is easier for the
microorganism to break down. This can be
done using a food macerator or blender. Mix
the organic waste with water (grey water is
even better for the environment) so that you
have roughly 10% solids and 90% liquids. It
should be liquid enough to pour but thing
enough that it doesn't separate: the consistency of a thick soup. Rule of thumb: Whatever
a person can digest can be digested by an
Anaerobic Digester. This means that bones,
leaves, corn stalks, bleach, etc, should not go
into the digester. If in doubt leave it out! The
optimum carbon / nitrogen ratio of the feedtock is 25 carbon : 1 nitrogen by weight. Similar
to composting.
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Organic food waste in Hackney Wick
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Feeding the digester

Pump the ground feedstock into the digester.
The amount to feed daily depends on the size
of the digester. Retention time (amount of time
in the digester) is usually around 35 days at 25
degrees. The formula of how much to feed in
daily for a 1000 litre tank is 1000litres / 35days =
28 litres each day. A holding tank, or pre-feeding is not necessary but tank makes the digestion more efficient.
Break up the feeding into regular intervals.
Ideally feed every 15 minutes from the holding
tank, but this is difficult to do without automation. Once a day is sufficient. Feed the organic
stock in at the bottom. Some digesters have an
inside partition wall to avoid a short-circuiting
(particles coming out too early). Turning and
mixing improves the rate at which of bacteria
breakdown the feedstock to the feed stock.
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Feeding tank with hand pump.
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Digestion Chamber

Ensure the digestion chamber is properly sealed
to prevent air leaking in and gas escaping out.
The digestion chamber needs to be fully
shielded from direct sunlight. Insulate the digestion chamber to prevent heat loss. Heat the
chamber with a heat exchanger by circulcating
hot water, powered by solar or mains electricity (or combination). Keep the digestion chamber at a constant temperature of about 25
degrees (higher temperatures accelerate the
process but use more energy). The PH level in
the digester needs to be between 6.5 and 8. Fix
a pressure valve for gas to escape otherwise it
might come out through the input system, if
your gas line gets blocked.
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Tom Fletcher and Fausto Marcigot inspecting the digester
at the Urban Bee Lodge in Kennington Park, south London.
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Digestate

The digestate can be used as
plant fertilizer. A low tech solution is to mix the digestate fertilizer with compost. This will accelerate the composting process and provide more nutrients for the
compost. If you used animal by products,
cooked or uncooked meat or manure you need
to pasturise the digestate, before you can use
it. (Check Regulation PAS 110 for more information on this).
There are two alternative ways of pasteurising:
1. 70 degrees celsius for 1 hour.
2. 55 degreees for 4 hours (likely to retain
more microrganisms which make a richer
and more useful compost).
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Plastic container full with liquid digestate.
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Biogas

The gas as can be harvested daily
and used for cooking (using a modified stove), lighting with a biogas lamp or even
used to produce electricity using a generator.
To use within a generator however, the gas
needs to be 'cleaned' using a scrubber. Gas can
be stored in a balloon, a seperate tank or even
be compressed. Compression on small scale
might take more energy than produced by the
anaerobic digester. For micro anaerobic digesters it might best to use gas locally. However
some low energy compressors are being developed to bottle and transport the gas.
Scrubbing removes the CO2 and
the sulphur hydroxide. CO2 takes
up space and does not add anything, sulphur
hydroxide causes components to rust. An easy
and cheap method is to used metal filings or
steel wool as a filter. The rust of the steel filters the sulphur.
Scrubbing
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Cooker powered by biogas.
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Looking for waste

Thomas Fletcher’s Rejuce
company (see chapter 2)
produces enough organic waste to power a
small anaerobic digester. To run a digester it
needs a constant waste stream and continous
maintenance to monitor the digester on a daily
basis. The more people share this task the
better. Hackney Wick has numerous food processing companies and over the last year three
micro breweries have settled here. All of them
are producing organic waste which needs to be
disposed off and could feed into a larger anaerobic digester.

From: faustomarcigot@xxxxx.com
Subject: Grain from london fields brewery
Date: 19 June 2013 11:53:53 GMT+01:00
To: ‘Andreas‘ <andreas@xxxxx.com> ReplyTo: faustomarcigot@xxxxx.com
Hi Andreas,
My housemate who works in the london
fields brewery has told me that they have
spent grain available. 60 bags a week,
each weighing 30 – 40 kg, depending on
wetness. Roughly 2 – 2.5 tonnes. Needs
to be picked up at 5 or 6ish twice a
week (Tues/wed and Friday).
This is far too much for what we need
but could be good for the farmer that
collects from the crate brewery, whilst
we sort out our own digester.
Thanks
Fausto
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Call out from R-Urban Wick Fanzine.
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Our Design

The design for the anaerobic
digester unit is based on material donated to us. Especially material that is
waiting to be re-used from Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park. The proposed digester is designed in a modular way, allowing it to grow
or shrink as the waste stream increases or
decreases.

Fertiliser

Energy

Organic
Waste

Biogas
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Any
Organic
Waste

A plan for a micro anaerobic digester using leftover
materials from the olympic site.
Insinkerator

Biogas cooker

Biogas lamp
Biogas generator

Pump

Scrubber

Biogas

Digestant

Rain Water

Solar Water
Heating
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Fausto Marcigot
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Fausto Marcigot is a mechanical engineer with an interest in
sustainable development and waste to energy projects, and
expert knowledge in anaerobic digestion and home brewing.

R-Urban: Strategies and Tactics for
Participative Utopias and Resilient Practices †
by Atelier d’Architecture Autogérée

† This chapter is an expanded version of Tyszczuk, Smith,
Clark, and Butcher (2012); it is reprinted with permission of
the editor and publisher.

Recently, growing global awareness has led to
increased calls for collective action to confront
current and future challenges, such as global
warming, depletion of fossil fuels and other
natural resources, economic recession, population growth, housing and employment crises,
growing social and economic divides, and geopolitical conflict †.
These calls have been amplified in the context of the current economic crisis and, while
governments and institutions seem to be taking
too long to reach agreement and to act, many
initiatives have started at the local level ‡. These
initiatives are nevertheless confronted with the
difficulty of changing current economic and
social models based on global-scale economics,
which are premised on increasing consumption
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† One of the first occasions marking the emergence of this
global awareness was the first UN Conference on the Human
Environment in Stockholm (1972), followed up by the Nairobi
(1982), Rio (1992), Johannesburg (2002), and Rio+20 (2012) meetings. In recent years, such summits have multiplied and diversified in both scope and participants. The Copenhagen
Climate Change Conference of 2009 recently exemplified the
blockage resulting from the growing conflicts between and
opposing interests of major international actors (e.g., governments, corporations, and NGOs), blockage that paralyses
decisions at the global scale.
‡Transition Towns, Incredible Edible, Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes (CPULs), and Ecovillage Networks
are a few such initiatives that have started at the local scale
and developed into extended networks.

and the exclusion of those who cannot consume.
How can we support initiatives that oppose current consumption order? How can we construct
a more socially equitable economy? How can
we begin to act? What tools and means can be
used at times of crisis and scarcity? How do we
reactivate and sustain cultures of collaboration
and sharing in our current individualistic and
competition-based society? How can progressive practices be initiated while acting locally
and at a small scale?
These are some questions we asked within
R-Urban, a project initiated in our researchbased practice, atelier d’architecture autogérée (aaa), as a bottom–up framework for
resilient urban regeneration. After a period
of research, we have proposed the project to
various municipalities and to grassroots organizations in cities and towns. We conceived
it as a participative strategy based on local
ecological cycles that activate material (e.g.,
water, energy, waste, and food) and immaterial (e.g., local skill, socioeconomic, cultural,
and self-building) flows between key fields
of activity (e.g., the economy, habitation, and
urban agriculture) that exist or are implemented within the existing fabric of the city.
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R-Urban started in 2009 in Colombes,

a suburban town of 84,000 inhabitants near
Paris, in partnership with the local municipality and a number of organizations, and involving a range of local residents. The project is
intended to gradually create a network around
three ‘pilot units,’ each with complementary
urban functions, bringing together emerging
citizen projects. This bottom–up strategy explores possibilities of enhancing the capacity
for urban resilience by introducing a network
of resident-run facilities †.
R-Urban, drawing strength from very
active civic life and from Colombes’s cultural
and social diversity, started by launching several collective facilities, including recycling
and eco-construction projects, cooperative
housing, and urban agriculture units, that are
working together to set up the first spatial
and ecological agencies in the area. Their architecture showcases the various issues they
address, such as local material recycling,
local skills, energy production, and food growing. The first three pilot facilities — Agrocité,
Recylab, and Ecohab — are collectively run and
catalyze existing activities aiming to introduce
and disseminate resilient habits and lifestyles
that residents can adopt and practice at
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the individual and domestic levels, such

as retrofitting dwellings to accommodate food
growing and energy production.
Agrocité is an agro–cultural unit comprising an experimental micro-farm, community
gardens, pedagogical and cultural spaces, and
a series of experimental devices for compost
heating, rainwater collection, solar energy
production, aquaponic gardening, and phytoremediation. Agrocité is a hybrid structure, with
some components running as social enterprises
(e.g. the micro-farm, market, and cafe) and
others being run by user organizations (e.g. the
community garden, cultural space, and pedagogical space) and local associations.
Recyclab is a recycling and eco-construction unit comprising several facilities for storing
and reusing locally salvaged materials, recycling and transforming them into eco-construction elements for self-building and retrofitting.
An associated ‘fab lab’ ‡ has been set up for
resident use. Recyclab will function as a social
enterprise.
Ecohab is a cooperative eco-housing project
comprising a number of partially self-built and
† For more information, see www.r-urban.net
‡ ‘Fab lab’ is short for ‘fabrication laboratory,’ a smallscale workshop equipped with various fabrication machines
and tools that enable users to produce ‘almost anything’
(Fab lab, n.d.).
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collectively managed ecological dwellings, including several shared facilities and schemes
(e.g. food growing, production spaces, energy
and water harvesting, and car sharing). The seven
dwellings will include two social flats and a
temporary residence unit for students and researchers. Ecohab will be run as a cooperative.
The R-Urban collective facilities will grow
and be managed by a cooperative land trust,
which will acquire space, facilitate development, and guarantee democratic governance †.
In parallel, the strategy will be disseminated
at larger scales; regional, national, European.
Currently, public works, partner of R-Urban
in London, develops a connected project in
Hackney Wick: R-Urban Wick ‡. The first R-urban
facility in Hackney Wick is a mobile recycling
and production unit.
Flows, networks, and cycles of production–
consumption will form between the collective
facilities and the neighborhood, thus closing
the chain of need and supply. To overcome the
current crisis, we must try, as philosopher André
Gorz (2008) states, ‘to produce what we consume
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† For more information about the R-Urban cooperative land
trust, go to www.r-urban.net/en/property/
‡ This collaboration is supported by the Life+ programme as a partnership between aaa, the Municipality of
Colombes and public works.

and consume what we produce’ (→ p.13).
R-Urban interprets this production–consumption chain broadly, going well beyond
material aspects to include the cultural, cognitive, and affective dimensions. The project sets
a precedent for the participative retrofitting of
metropolitan suburbs, in which the relationship between the urban and the rural is reconsidered. It tries to demonstrate what citizens
can do if they change their working and living
habits to collectively address the challenges of
the future.
‘R’

R-Urban relates directly to the three ‘R’
imperatives discussed in any ecological
approach — i.e., reduce, reuse, and recycle —
and suggests other iterations, such as repair,
redesign, and rethink. In addition, the term indicates explicitly that R-Urban reconnects the
urban and the rural through new more complementary and less hierarchical kinds of relationships. The ‘R’ of R-Urban also reminds us that
the main goal of the strategy is ‘resilience.’
‘Resilience’ is a key term in the context of the
current economic crisis and resource scarcity.
In contrast to sustainability, which focuses on
maintaining the status quo of a system
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by controlling the balance between its

inputs and outputs, without necessarily addressing the factors of change and disequilibrium, resilience addresses how systems can
adapt and thrive in changing circumstances.
Resilience is a dynamic concept that does not
have a stable definition or identity outside the
circumstances that produce it. In contrast to sustainability, which tends to focus on maintaining
the environmental balance, resilience is adaptive and transformative, inducing change that
offers huge potential to rethink assumptions
and build new systems (Maguire & Cartwright,
2008). Although the current resilience discourse
should not be embraced uncritically, without acknowledging the sometimes naïve and
idealistic comparison of social to biological
systems and their capacity to adapt to engender wellbeing, the concept of ‘resilience‘ has
the potential to include questions and contradictions addressed in political ecology terms †.
R-Urban is thus not about ‘sustainable development‘ but about societal change and political and cultural reinvention, addressing issues
of social inequality, power, and cultural
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† We are joining here with those political ecologists who
criticize the superficial understanding of politics, power, and
social construction promoted in resilience rhetoric (see, e.g.,
Hornborg, 2009, pp.237–265).

difference. The resilience of a social system
also implies the capacity to preserve specific
democratic principles and cultural values,
local histories and traditions, while adapting
to more ecological and economically mindful lifestyles. A city can only become resilient
with the active involvement of its inhabitants.
To stimulate the democratic engagement of
the largest number of citizens, we need tools,
knowledge, and places for testing new collective practices and initiatives and for showcasing
the results and benefits of a resilient transformation of the city. In this, architects have a role
to play. Rather than acting merely as building
designers, they can be initiators, negotiators,
co-managers, and enablers of processes and
agencies.
Concentrating on spatial agencies and
pilot facilities, R-Urban tries to supply tools
and spaces that will manifest citizens’ existing resilience initiatives and practices. Spatial
design processes contribute to expressing ecological cycles in tangible ways and help facilitate citizen experiences of making and doing.
Democratic governance principles are as such
associated with concrete hands-on actions
whose consequences are visible and
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measurable. More than just adaptation,

resilience is for R-Urban a catalyst of urban
activation, innovation, and creativity.
Parallel to its pilot facilities, which form a
new ecological urban infrastructure, R-Urban
puts in place new political and democratic
tools. These tools are co-realized with other
partners and concerned citizens, being transferable and multipliable. As noted by the
Marxist philosopher John Holloway in Change
the World without Taking Power (2002), the numerous movements seeking ways to overcome
the current crisis are somehow locked in oppositional struggles with the state, understood
as a political instrument of coercion. Holloway
(2002) believes that fetishizing the state and/
or capital traps most people within existing
power systems, preventing them from striving
for radical change. He concludes that if we
want to escape the current societal blockage,
we should not fight to take power but for alternatives to power, for the dynamics of social
self-determination. These dynamics must
necessarily be anchored in everyday life: ‘the
movement against-and-beyond is a movement
that emerges from everyday life’ (authors’
translation; Holloway, 2006, pp.17–21).
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Micro-social and
Micro-cultural
Resilience

Unlike other initiatives
that deal exclusively
with sustainability from
a technological and environmental perspective, R-Urban advocates a
general ‘change of culture,’ understood as a
change in how we do things, in order to change
our future. The future is culturally shaped as
much as the past is, because culture gives us
‘the capacity to aspire’ (Appadurai, 2004).
R-Urban proposes new collective practices
that, in addition to ecological footprint reduction, contribute to reinventing proximity relationships based on solidarities (i.e., ways of
being involved and deciding collectively, sharing spaces and grouping facilities, and rules and
principles of cohabitation). In neoliberal societies, urban lifestyles have progressively abandoned various forms of solidarity that were
perceived as inadequate or outdated. Notably,
however, these relationships of reciprocity
constitute the very basis of social progress. In
his analysis of the connections between the
economy and politics (inspired by Tarde’s sociology), philosopher Maurizio Lazzarato (2002)
critically describes the civilization of ‘progress‘
as ‘a constantly renewed effort to replace
reciprocal possession with unilateral
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possession’ (authors’ translation; p.354). It is
precisely these relationships of reciprocity and
solidarity that are missing from today’s urban
environment. The dwelling models proposed
by R-Urban aim at restoring these solidarity
relationships through processes that implicitly
produce sociability, shared spaces, common
values, and affective relationships.
Transformation must occur at the micro
scale with each individual, each subjectivity,
and this is how a culture of resilience is constructed. As Rob Hopkins puts it, ‘resilience is
not just an outer process: it is also an inner one,
of becoming more flexible, robust and skilled’
(Hopkins, 2009, p.15). The culture of resilience
includes processes of reskilling, skill sharing,
social network building and mutual learning.
These micro-social and micro-cultural practices, which are usually related to individual
lifestyles and practices, prompt attention to
details, singularities, and the capacities for
creativity and innovation that operate at the
level of everyday life. R-Urban maps in detail
this local capacity to invent and transform but
also, in parallel, the administrative constraints
that block it, proposing ways of bypassing
these constraints through renewed poli163
cies and structures.

Pioneering R-Urban

Over the next few years,
we will nurture the diverse economies and initiate progressive practices within the R-Urban network in Colombes.
We will reactivate cultures of collaboration
and sharing. We have designed R-Urban to be a
process and infrastructure that can grow with
time, being easy to appropriate and replicate.
We will be testing it for a while, before leaving
it to proliferate by itself. Will it succeed? For
how long? These are questions to be answered
in a few years. For the present, it is a visionary
attempt to realize more democratic and
bottom–up processes of resilient regeneration
in a suburban context; it is a process designed
specifically to be appropriated and followed
up by others in similar contexts.
No radical change will happen in current
society without the involvement of the many.
Change needs to be multiplied and disseminated rhizomatically, involving a multitude of
processes of self-emancipation of people who
choose to change their current lifestyle. As
suggested by Holloway (2006), ‘if we want to
take seriously the idea of self-emancipation
… we need to look at people around us — the
people at work, in the street, in the supermarket — and accept their own way
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of being rebellious, despite their external appearance. In a self-emancipated world, people
shouldn’t be taken for what they seem. They
are not contained by their assigned identities,
which they overpass and break into pieces,
going against-and-beyond them.’
R-Urban is for the people who are now ‘at
work, in the street, in the supermarket.’ It is up
to them to take the effort further, ‘against-andbeyond-themselves,’ toward a radical change
of society.
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Atelier d’architecture autogérée (aaa) is a research led practice founded by Constantin Petcou and Doina Petrescu in 2001
in Paris to conduct actions and research on participative architecture. The team includes architects, artists, urban planners, sociologists, activists, students and residents working
within a network with variable geometry. aaa has developed
a practice of collective appropriation of urban spaces and
their transformation into a series of self-managed facilities.
This micro-political project has been carried out through different instances and locations: ECObox, Passage 56 in Paris
and more recently R-Urban starting in the suburban town of
Colombes.
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